CMC series
New Functions

The new functions of the CMC series are described below.

CMC Series
Dimming button LEDs on all connected devices

Operation:

1. Click the Cubase menu [Devices] → [Steinberg CMC Series].
   The following window opens.

2. Check the “LED Dimmer” box.
   The button LEDs on all devices connected to the computer will light up dimly.

CMC-CH/
CMC-FD/
CMC-QC

Consecutive selecting (shifting) of channels by a single button

When holding down the following button, the selected channel or the channel bank will be selected (shifted) in a row.

CMC-CH:
[CH SELECT <]/[CH SELECT >]

CMC-FD:
[CHANNEL <]/[CHANNEL >]/[BANK <]/[BANK >]

CMC-QC:
[CH SELECT <]/[CH SELECT >]

CMC-CH
Controlling the folder track

The CMC also allows you to control parameters of the selected folder track.

CMC-AI
Adjusting the volume level of the Control Room by AI Knob

When the AI Knob is in the Volume Mode, the AI Knob controls the main mix level. However, when the Control Room is active on Cubase, the AI Knob controls the Control Room level.